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Create extensive coin catalogs for your own coin collection or create catalogs for other collectors. The collection manager allows you to create detailed lists of your coins in an endless amount of fields. Each catalog can contain its own custom details, like tags, stamp, current status and much more.
Magazines can be created as well. This allows you to save your most popular and best sellers, collect your magazine collection in one catalog and manage the content! With the help of a metal detector, you can synchronize the magnetometer for your coin collections. An item-based search function will

help you to search your coins fast and easy! Zittergie Coin Catalog Description: Zittergie Coin Catalog is the best tool to create and manage a collection, create a catalog for your coin collection or create catalogs for other collectors. Create your own coin collection catalog with the help of the coin catalog.
Zittergie Coin Catalog allows you to create detailed lists of your coins in an endless amount of fields. Each catalog can contain its own custom details, like tags, stamp, current status and much more. You can create your own pages, add photos, create and manage money orders. Your coin collection can be
synced to the magnetometer with the help of coin detector. An item-based search function will help you to search your coins fast and easy. What's New in this Release: Version 2.9.0 (build 63) - 25-09-2015: - fixed following bugs Version 2.9.0 (build 58) - 27-07-2015: - improved performance Version 2.9.0

(build 57) - 17-06-2015: - implemented compatibility with Android 4.4 Version 2.9.0 (build 56) - 16-06-2015: - fixed the following issues: - Issue with the "Items" form on the new screen - Issue with the "Items" form on the list screen - Issue with some layout settings (list view) - Fixed the issue on the list
view - Fixed the issue with the images - Fixed an issue on the settings of the magnetometer Version 2.9.0 (build 55) - 06-06-2015: - fixed the following issues: - fixed an issue with the "Coin View" screen - made some improvements to the settings - fixed the "Item template" - "Magnetometer speed" is now

the actual
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Zittergie Coin Catalog is multi-lingual and is easily customizable - you can create coin catalogs for multiple regions and create coin catalogs for multiple countries. You can create collections with 50.000 coins, articles, pictures, etc and track them over time. With Zittergie Coin Catalog you can get an
overview over all coins and regions in your collections, which you can handle with mobile devices as quickly and efficiently as on your PC. Your coin catalogs are saved in the cloud, which means you can work on them anytime from anywhere - even offline! What's new in Zittergie Coin Catalog 19.8: -

Quickly filter catalogs by a single quality (or a range of qualities). - Quickly filter catalogs by a single denomination (or a range of denominations). - Easily add more catalogs to your collection (or delete them if you want to). - More languages available (Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese and Russian). - New
categories to add to the catalogs for the new languages (different from regions). - Some bugs fixed. Zittergie Coin Catalog allows you to create extensive coin catalogs and manage your collections. It's multi-lingual and can create coin catalogs for multiple regions. Create coin catalogs and keep track of

your collection! You get a quick overview of all of the different coins from one country, value for different grades, mintage, variations, metal, weight, edge, diameter, pictures. Zittergie Coin Catalog Description: Zittergie Coin Catalog is multi-lingual and is easily customizable - you can create coin catalogs
for multiple regions and create coin catalogs for multiple countries. You can create collections with 50.000 coins, articles, pictures, etc and track them over time. With Zittergie Coin Catalog you can get an overview over all coins and regions in your collections, which you can handle with mobile devices as

quickly and efficiently as on your PC. Your coin catalogs are saved in the cloud, which means you can work on them anytime from anywhere - even offline! What's new in Zittergie Coin Catalog 19.8: - Quickly filter catalogs by a single quality (or a range of qualities). - Quickly filter catalogs by a single
denomination (or a range of denominations). - Easily add more catalogs to your collection (or delete them if you want to). - More languages available (Spanish aa67ecbc25
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Zittergie is a coin catalog that allows you to create extensive coin catalogs and manage your collections. It's multi-lingual and can create coin collections for multiple regions. Create coin catalogs and keep track of your collection! You get a quick overview of all of the different coins from one country, value
for different grades, mintage, variations, metal, weight, edge, diameter, pictures. One of the top features is the possibility to add inventory. The inventory is just like in a normal shop. You can attach your items to the coins (most of the time to the edge) and you can add any special characteristics to them.
You can mark them as used, damaged, missing, sold, etc. Then you can search for them in a catalog of all of your items. This allows you to keep track of all of your inventory. The catalog is split up in two sides: the left side is for coins and the right side is for items. The left side contains a list of coin values
and/or coin modifiers, while the right side contains a list of items with images. The catalog can create multiple coin catalogs for multiple regions of the world. Of course you can also load coins and items from your inventory into other catalogs, attach coins to items, modify it and place coins on the catalog.
There are a lot of additional features like the ability to add your own coordinates and edit item images, redirection to many other catalogs, ability to export data to Excel, etc. In the future I plan on adding more descriptions for different coins, images and item type. I hope you will enjoy using this catalog!
Screenshots Zittergie Coin Catalog is a part of the Zittergie branch. Zittergie Coin Catalog Description: Zittergie is a coin catalog that allows you to create extensive coin catalogs and manage your collections. It's multi-lingual and can create coin collections for multiple regions. Create coin catalogs and
keep track of your collection! You get a quick overview of all of the different coins from one country, value for different grades, mintage, variations, metal, weight, edge, diameter, pictures. One of the top features is the possibility to add inventory. The inventory is just like in a normal shop. You can attach
your items to the coins (most of the time to the edge) and you can add any special characteristics to them. You can mark them as used, damaged, missing

What's New in the?

Free Zittergie Coin Catalog software is highly compatible with Windows 10 and above. It's a stand-alone program and does not require other programs. This program gives you the opportunity to create coin catalogs and manage your collection. You can work with Zittergie Coin Catalog in English, German
or Spanish. With the digital version of this software you can create coin catalogs for more than one country. Zittergie Coin Catalog screenshots: Open your coin catalog and start adding coins to your collection. You can easily enter information about coins. You can add more than one image for a coin. You
can change the text font style and size. You can change the background of your coin catalog and change the main color. You can change the font color and size. Make as many pages as you like. You can make your coin catalog user-friendly. Zittergie Coin Catalog features: Free Zittergie Coin Catalog is
available in three different languages: English, German and Spanish. It's multi-lingual and can create coin catalogs for different countries. You can manage your collections in any language you like. You can create as many catalogs as you like. You get a quick overview of all the coins from one country,
value for different grades, mintage, variations, metal, weight, edge, diameter, pictures. You can display the books in your catalog in any way you like. We offer a Zittergie Coin Catalog Demo that gives you an idea of how Zittergie Coin Catalog works. Zittergie Coin Catalog Specifications: Version: 10.1.1392
Programming: Java Platform, JRE 6, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 Interface language: English, German or Spanish Interface language: English, German or Spanish Cost: Free Zittergie Coin Catalog software is free. Cost: Free Zittergie Coin Catalog software is free. Operating systems:
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 Operating systems: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 Runtime: Java Runtime 6 or 7 Runtime: Java Runtime 6 or 7 It's multi-lingual and you can create a coin catalog for more than one country. It's multi-lingual and you can create a coin
catalog for more than one country. It's multi-lingual and can create coin catalogs for different countries
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/8/10/8.1/10.2/10.3/Windows Server 2012/Windows Server 2016 OS X 10.10+ Steam Controller Compatible Input Method: On Keyboard/Mouse Joystick or Gamepad Keyboard Mouse Touch Screen Other: Number of players: Single player, Online multiplayer Software requirements: Vulkan graphics
API is not supported on macOS Source files: Both
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